Last Minute Changes IN THE PROGRAMME

Sept. 25, 2019
Session “Space 4.0” - Chair: Guenther Landgraf
14:30 - 14:50 Community-oriented Sharing Platforms in Space 4.0, Erik P.M. Vermeulen
14:50 - 15:10 How Earth Observation is fuelling the Digital Revolution, Martin Polak
15:10 - 15:30 LEOS (Cloud Earth Observation Services), e-GEOS concept of Satellite Data Platform, Domenico Grandoni
15:30 - 15:50 New ways of accessibility - Facilitating a Network of European EO Resources (NoR), Maria Hochleitner
15:50 - 16:10 Open Earth Engine - a versatile cloud EO processing & analytic capability, Patrick Griffiths
16:10 - 16:30 DISCUSSION

Session “Science as a Service bringing together data and tools” - Chair: Mohan Ramamurthy
12:15 - 12:30 Sensor Web Evolution - Webs of Webs for NASA Science - Focus on small Uninhabited Aerial Systems (sUAS), Don Sullivan - CANCELLED

Session “Role of Geoscience and Remote Sensing in a transformed Society” - Chair: Paolo Gamba
15:50 - 16:10 OBIA approach as support to vegetation change tracker algorithm for quantifying vegetation changes in a Mediterranean coastal ecosystem, Alessandra Capolupo - CANCELLED

Sept. 26, 2019
Session “Multi-source satellite data for agronomical operational products” - Co-Chairs: Giovanni Laneve, Wenjiang Huang
12:40 - 12:50 SIM: Smart Irrigation from Soil moisture forecast using satellite and hydro –meteorological modelling, Chiara Corbari (replacing Marco Mancini)

Sept. 27, 2019
Session “Copernicus Session” – Co-Chairs: Cristina Ananasso, Mario Hernandez, Simon Jutz
9:20 - 9:30 Copernicus In-Situ Component, Matteo Mattiuzzi (replacing Henrik Steen Andersen)
9:50 - 10:00 Copernicus Emergency Management Service, Annett Wania (replacing Peter Salamon)
10:00 - 10:10 Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service, Carlo Buontempo (replacing Vincent-Henri Peuch)
10:30 - 10:40 Copernicus Land Monitoring Service - pan-European and local components, Matteo Mattiuzzi (replacing Hans Dufourmont)
10:40 - 10:50 Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service, Emanuela Clementi (replacing Pierre Bahurel)

Session “Multi-technique and multi-platform approaches for digital heritage” - Co-Chairs: Fulong Chen, Rosa Lasaponara
9:35 - 9:45 InSAR tool for the preventive monitoring and sustainable development of the historical center of Athens and a field check development, Asimakis Fylaktos - CANCELLED